## Reporting Standards for N-of-1 Studies (In Addition to Material Presented in Table 1)

### Design
- Describe the design, including
  - design type (e.g., withdrawal-reversal, multiple-baseline, alternating-treatments, changing-criterion, some combination thereof, or adaptive design)
  - phases and phase sequence (whether determined a priori or data-driven) and, if applicable, criteria for phase change

### Type of Design

#### Procedural Changes
- Describe any procedural changes that occurred during the course of the investigation after the start of the study.

#### Replication
- Describe any planned replication.

#### Randomization
- State whether randomization was used, and if so, describe the randomization method and the elements of the study that were randomized (e.g., during which phases treatment and control conditions were instituted).

### Analysis

#### Sequence Completed
- Report for each participant the sequence actually completed, including the number of trials for each session for each case.
- State when participant(s) who did not complete the sequence stopped and the reason for stopping.

#### Outcomes and Estimation
- Report results for each participant, including raw data for each target behavior and other outcomes.